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Th~_) p~rsical and mechanical properties of the ·electrodes were 
f 
. 




ate the ~at~rial property effects on electrode (tool) wear in the 
i 
----~-----=~---~'-~_ -~--- ete~ctricat· dtscnarge ·machinfng p:rocess. A modified resistance-·· ----~----·----- ·----.-- - -r 
t 
., 




capacitance power supply was used with an open circuit voltage of 
280 volts and a storage element of 0.1 mfds. 'The circuit was modi-
· fied in order to obtain machining ~urrents which were unidirectional. 





1 endent of the. metallur ical histor of a giy~n~lectrod ~m~a~t~e~r~i~a~l--~~~~~~~---i 
but it is highly dependent on composition. 
---· - - - -- - -T-oel wear was measured in terms of I workpiece wear ·and expressed --- - ----- -------~~---·-··· 
.1,,-· 
as a volumetric wear ratio of the volume of the workpiece eroded to 
the eroded volume of the tool. A distinct relationship between the 
a, 
volumetric wear ratio and the cohesive energy of the workpiece ma~eri-
al· was found when~ pallagium tool was used. e.. .11 This relationship is 
presented along with subsequent test results to illustrate the 
feasibility of employing EDM for the determination of the cohesive 
energy of metallic alloys. 
,,,,_,I, 
-·. --- ---~--. ··-· 
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. - .. 
Thephenom~non of erosion by an electric spark was.noted by 
Priest~y(l) in 1_7'68, but the application of -this method to controlled 
- metal removal is less .than 25- years old. The knowledge of _the laws_ 
-
------ ---- -- --·- - . ·-------------- --------·· - -----
----------~-------- -- - - - ---- - -- - - ---- - --- -- .. ·----- ---· ---
which govern the -various pbeno~ena accompanying spark erosion of 
electrically conductive materials is still limitedi in sptte of the 
change from a curious novelty to a re..cognized tec'hnique, known today 
' '• 
as elect~ical di~charge machining. 
. ---,. 
' During the relatively sh9rt utilization period, many machines 
have been produced presumably on the basis of empirical data and the 
<' finished product required. The focal point of the repor~e-d investi-
. gations-on electrical discharge machining has been predominately re-
lated to the parameters affecting the workpiece. This approach was 
natural, for the initial evaluation of- any process must be directed -
toward the end product. Tremendous amounts of time and money h~ve 
' been spend in the search for the untversal laws that govern this 
. . .. . ,- . . 
,, '· 'j 
.: #' 
unique process. This observation is supported by the volume of rela~ed 
l.i terature which is available today. The seemingly contragi.c_!J>ry 
., -; ,._ ,. ~ .. ~.t 
theories _and supporting evidence indicate that the electrical dis~· 
G.harge machining process is complicated and application dependent . 
The term application here includes items such as: 








·"'Q _ 2. electrode ma\fial, its size and con~i~uration _-- ; 'i 
.-- - tbe dielectric employed, it-s con.tamination a11cf--temperature~--.-=-=-- .:.~_:_ --- -~- i- ~ 
~ . " 
,,• 
- 4. - ·the type of ma·ch·lning operation, etc .. :,_ 
,, 
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The historical approach to the·· studies of this process has left .· 
.~any questions unanswered, particularly those regarding the electrode ~, 
" (tool) .. Hence the objective of t~e thesi~ ii to· study electrode wear, 
, 
under specific machini!)g_ ~QI1.ditions, _and determine how this wear is - -- . - -- . ---- -- ----
. 
affected by the tool material and its metallurgical history. 
Review of Literature 
:fJ •. ·.::,, 
Tool wear is normally mea-sured in terms of w..orkpiece· wear and 
expressed as a volumetric wear ratio: 
Wear RatiQ =vol.of workpiece.eroded· (2) 
vol. of electrode eroded 
~ This parameter is a function of many variables including: 
1. The electrode and wor4piece materials. For example, 
with a copper electrode, the wear ratio for a tin · 
workpiece was found to be 189 and fat a brass-workpiece 
- ~~-- -~-~~ --__ ________c. __ -- ---- ~ --- --- ---- () 
to be 2. 03. 3 
2. The dielectric bath. ( 3 ), 
.·.·,, 
~-
3. Dielectric temperature.< 4) 
• 
4. ·· Generator or power supply, feed rate and other operating 
conditions such ~s voltage, current, and capacitance 
\ 
_v a 1 ue s • ( 5 ) 
5. 'Co-nf igurat ion a~-~--~!_;~-· ( 6~ ___ --~~-· ___________________________ .... _______________ .......... .. - . - -- ---. -· ·~·-. ·-. - -~------~- -- .. 
--
.. . . ~-
·;:: ·'· 6-. Amount of material r·emoved or t~pe of machining opera-· 
--+~-- ( 6) 1..lOn. 
7. _Possibly other parameters, similar to t.hose noted by "-
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·-Contacts such as chemical ~ttack, material~trans.fer, 
the redeposition of eroded materials, and .the fdt:~ation 
of oxides. 
8. _Material properties. 
'. i, ~"'(8) 
Williams related the volume .. 
,;;:'"::-..: 
i:· 
i· ... ~ 
~ 
.•. 
___ _.__ __________ 0£ the crater PtQd_~~~ci __ g!l_:r'_!tJg E.DM to the reci_pro.eal _0£------,-----.,.--~---:---';:::=1 
,:, II 
the material's tensile strength. However, Bott<9) re-
ported in reference to th~ amount of metal removed that 
tensile strength and .hardness properties had no e:ffec:f:,. 
Berghause~ <2> showed that the wear ratio was a function 
of the melting points of the electrode atid workpiece 
materials. 
These factors greatly affected the experimental approach taken in 
this study, particularly in the selection of electrode materials and 
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·A.number of workpiece materials· were used in this investigation. 
-· 
These .materials are li.sted in Table I along wit_h some ~yheir appro-
The electrode materials used were a series. of alle>ys selected 
from- the copper-palladium binary .isomorpqous system.· This selection 
' 
allowed a ~ontrolled approach to many of the material properties con-
sidered i~portant by other investigators. For example, the melting ~ 
-
. point changes approximately sev·en ( 7) ,degrees centigrade in· the compo-
sition range of O - 20 wt.pct. palladium, while the· remaining compo.-
. . 
sitions exhibit an ~dditional change of 464°C. ' The tensile strength 
and the resistivity also change, not only with.alloying but at any, 
given composition with appropriate heat treatments·, i.e., annealing. 
_) 
·.'! .. ·'···-·:· -- ...... 
! . ' . 
.. ., .. 









.• -4.a •• 
.. . 
r .. 
At discret~ ranges of composition this system possesses the order-
. disorder ·t·ransformation, which markedly affects the tensile strength 
and resistivity. In addition, the density of the alloys varies 
linearly with composition . 
To utilize these characteristics, .the following alloys were 
chosen: . ' 
.. 
I I . 
J 
.. i1 
. - Electrode No. Wt % C Wt % Pd .. 
. ··cc,;~"·=- .·cc·,---·----~.:1~---~~~········ ... _.:., .. ,_.-... --·· _,·.,-········'--·-···-··--·-·'-'·--·-----· . , _·..:., . --~:. __ .. , =~- .. _. ----·--··---•,, _ _ ·-· - --,·-, ---~- · .... - . ·-=--·-·'- -- .. -,,., ___ .. ~~·-'"·~--cc.· .. ,, .. 7··c<·ccc• _ _ ... s. ·- .~ -·--·-· .> , -···-,·:. =·--·-"· .. . . .... ---· --
. ..,., 
. lil 
'· f/ j 
'.·.·.· ... ·.1· 
-. 
-· ~-- --- ------
..• ·. 
.... -----~- ,-•-:-•.,...,,. . 
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80 
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- 60 
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-The·compo~itions selected are .indicated on the Cu-Pd.phase diagram pre-
sented. in Figure 1. 
.-,.,,., .. ,,.,,., .. ,,.,"''"'· 
, ... ,.. . " 
These alloys were purchased from .Engelhard 'Industries, Inc. , ·with 
a composifion tolerance of+ 0.1 pct (by weight). The constituents 
-
.,.,/, ,·. .,,,.,.,,,.,,,,,.,,,,, 
~~---.{~· _._·~_were_OFHC_cop_p~r~_J!nf! mon_d (99.999% p·ure Pel) palladium, a.11 of virgin 
f ' 
stock. ·The electrod·es were rece,ived in the full hard condition (ap-
' 
) " proximately 37% r.eduction as 0.125 diameter rods. 
Equipment p 
'" .. . 
• . ,q:. 
·,r<-..-t---t~··-"·····~:::. '4" 
The basic machine us·ed in_ ·~}?.ip study was a. 1.5 kw Agietron µnit: 
manufactured by Agie Company, Locarno, Switzerland, (Model AB 1~.s; 
-
serial number 15.041). 
Several papers cited in the literature stated that curient re~ 
· versals occurred during a spark discharge and introduced additional 
, . (10 11 12 13) 
electrode wear. ' ' ' During preliminary investigations it wa~ 
observed that the discharge currertts of the Agietron unit were o~cil~ 
""' . . 
~ 
latory and of· a· sufficient magnitude to introduce reverse ionizations 
or reverse machining. Th'e circuit was modified to eliminate this 
.. , ......... , ... ,.,.,,,,:': 
phenomenone* A schematic diagram given in Figure 2 deliniates the 
physical and el~ctrical differences between the normal and the modi-
i 
. :, 
-'cf.ied ·c.ircui ts. The difference indicated for the capacitance ( C) 
settings was required .to make the storage element (c1) equ-ivalent for . 






.. •.••,--- --•• • ---·--·•·•---· ~- ~-·-··a-.--. • • 
.• .-.. -- . - ------------- . --
----'·- ·--··---·. ----.---····----- -- ---·· - ·
·----~·-·-- -·cc-_- . ~-- -.----c-"'-'---- --... ,- .. ,-, ·-·- ·.·.--····- ·-·- -··· .;·_------ - ---·-- -- ---·--~---·-·-•·-·· --------~ ·-·-··
·--· ·--~- -- ---- . 
- . -- ---- ----• . 
both circuits. The-voltage and current wave forms obtained from the-
r. 
- ··~1 
normal and the modified ci_rcuits are shown in Fig4re 3. These wave 
---t-,,,.... __ _ 
¢. ....... 1 
-----. -,=.::._-·------- -----:-----;-·-. '--·-~---··---·-------------·--·-·--------- ·-- ·----- - . ·-· •• •···•·-··•·-T•- •--•• - -,.- •·•·••• .. •:··-•--•--••·---••• •-- ---- ·-- ··-·-·----
- ---· 
~ ' L! l i 
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,6 •. ···-··-~·--·· . ·~--.. ··,---....--·-·····-··----·------··-~-
--. * The author ii iiidebted to Mr. L. J. Peek, Jr., of the Western 
I 
Electric ~esearch Center for his contributions to the circuit 
.modification. 
6 •. · 
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forms were taken at owest volTag~ · set~t ing. of the Agie-t-r-on--ttiOr-t------'----------'-------...:__:_1 
pr~vent overloading the current detection pr.obe of the oscilloscope. 
The voltage wave form obtained with. t:Q.e Agietron unit set at higher 
~· 
- - - -operating v-oltages indicated th11t the·· reverse ionizations and hence 
the amount of reverse machining was proportio.nal to the o·perating · 
I ' 
voltage.- < • 
The auxiliary ~onitoring equipment used was a Tektronix- Storage 
~- .. 
Oscilloscope (Type 564, Serial No. 004017) and an elec!7onic counter 
... -, .. 
(Beckman/Berkeley Unive·rsal EPUT and· Timer, Model 7350, Serial No. 
9 
1624). 
A Gram-Atic Balance (Model B5, Serial No. 30867) was used for 
weight and density determinations. The repeatability obtained was 
+ O.OOOlgrams for weighings made over ~~period of four weeks. This 
was considered adequate since this unit was used to detect a weight_ 
"-
ch a ng~ in the tool and workpiece materials and not for accurate weight 
de-tierminations. The density measurements were made by the hydrostatic 
{l 
weighing technique. This technique involves weighing the solid in 
.. 
air and immersed in a liquid of known density (carbon tetrachloride 
. . . . I 
cc14 ). Air'-buoyancy corrections(1
4 ) were not made. 
3 
tained und.er these conditiO"flS waso + 0.01 g/cm. 
- . ~ 
~xperimental Teqhnique 
c ... -~ ... , ___ ,. 
The accuracy ob-
·Based ori-tlfe· idea that th·€r electrical discharge m-a·eh-i-ning pro-







·~------w-er-e----se1ected and consi-stent.ly- employed~ __ C . . - . -··· ..• ·-· ~--·- -------- --
• 
-The machine ~~ttings were s~lected .by th~ machining time re-
. quired to remover'8Uffici1n1t electrode and workpiece materials for the .. , 
6 . ' ' 
. . ~ t . . 
,, \., ·""· 7. 
,!···· .;_..; 
" 
···;,.: :c,. """"" !M!?§!?m=- ... '.)r 
! :..: - .-- • ·•• - - . ·.· ·•· •. :·.·.:,j······< ....•..• ·:,·:.::\~:i.iit;tr:r0iil/fifft)J·---- •.•····· 
liJf.,-i,iil'~'CT,,5,]2;t';f~s<,s"''7,;\~~~~~~.J~-t1;s~(Cv~:::;i'.:~' '~;::,i. > C ;" .' · •· ... · •· ., :-c:C:'.'•'.'.-C"'"<· /: :····.' ,, ' >··· ';_:;_ C. :',' ' - '. 
-· ~. 
.. 
~<: . . 
_-_s 
:· ,I ·"'· ': 
:~.,_ - r''J. . 
·- ·-' 
' 
~~--~-,---~--,------r--wear ratio determination,. w-ithout-'--_introducing excessive surface damage. 
The open circuit voltage (U) was approximately 280V and .. the mach~ning 
, 
capacj. tor was 0.1 rnfd. The feed rate w-as initially adjusted manually 
. .. 
so that the machining operation loaded the power supply down to an out-




' i . 
~ ... 
- i r: 
f'· .. · .- . 
., . 
--- -- -- -with,, ___ a constant feed-in of the tool. 
~,.:._;- •• .._' • V 
e'ri. 
P ( 4> · . h h · -P d k . . . - t . b' eter , using, t e ,,same mac 1ne., ...... oun wor piece erosion o e 
dependent on the dielectric temperature. The bath temperature.vari-
... 
at ions ,experienced were introduced by the pumping system used to pro-
1 
vide the dielectric flow. As a result, the bath temperature was 
governed by the machining time and varied from room temperature to 
approximately so0 c. Preliminary tests using brass electrodes and 
' brass workpieces indicated ·that the/wear ratio also was dependent on 
1 I J the dielectric,. temperature. Consefquently, all tests were conducted 
t 
without dielectric flow. Prior to each experimental,: run, the machining 
tank was f·i.lled with the liquid dielectric that was pumped . through a 1 
micron filter. In this way, the _dielectric temperature was held at 
i 
23 + 3C?c. The dielectric medium used in thi-s study-wa-s--a-- proprte--
··;..,. 
tary compound called Solvasol #6 sold by the Mobile Oil Company. 
The electrode size and configuration was held c·onstant for the 
machining or a blind·hole in the workpiece material. All the elec-
-~ 
" trod-es were 0.125 inch diameter rods with the mac.hining end faced off 









- i ··-- ' I 
=--=·~:=- •,-_ • - ---~----•" ==-:~=-~~:.-=tw-o (2·) ·i-nches beyond the '.clampfri"g~-collet -tn 'the machine's spincile :···:·--C---- ·- -;- • . .. > 
Th~ .. " a~ount of machining was controll~d by monitoring the total n\Ullber 
. ' 
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Weighings ··of the electrodes and workpieces were ma(;le immediately 
before and after each machining operation. The materials were cleaned 
with 190 proof Etyhl Alcohol .to minimize welghing errors that might 
be introduced via fingerprints, etc. These changes tn weight·were 
...... _,. 
then used to obtain the wear ratio ~y the relationships: 
... JVe..ar Ratio= ~W(work) P.(toq_l) 
L\ W (tool) P (work) 
~~ - change in weight 





' The ann·ealing proced_ure was identical for all the copper-palladium 
·alloys. The electrodes were plac~d into a Lindberg, (1y.pe CF-IP) 11;,. 
inch tu·be, furn~fce at room temperature. An atmosphere of nitrogen (N2) 
w~s. introduced and ma,intained throughout the heat ~ng cycle at 1. 5 
liter per minute flow. 
. . . 
0 
The furnace controller was then set to 1450 F 
and turned on. It took approximately 32 minutes for the furnace to 
rea~h the preseleete~ temperature. _The samples remained at this temp-
erature f.or l hour and then were water. quenched in deionized water. 
The effe.c.t of this treatment on the physical properties is reflected 
. . 
in the resistivity and tensile strength data presented in T~ble II. 
A Kelvin Double B~!dge was used to obtain the resistivity values of 
the 0.125 inch diameter rods at room temperature. The.rod lengths 
-
ft " 
were mad~ on an Instron ·(Model .. TT-C) .tensi.le testing unit, with a 
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- -- . ---~--..-------~ 
specimen was blended witli a sj inch radius- to· a 0.10 inch 0 diameter 
from the 0.125 inch clamping diameter. 
- ·,-:---,_-· ---0-- -
The ordered structure was obtained by heat treating the full -. 
0 hard 40/60 copper-palladium alloy (by wt.) at 700 R for 2 hours. This 
cycJe consiited of preheating the furnace tb temperature, inserting 
'.;' t') 
· the sample and removing af_ter · the two-hour period, and. air cooling to 
room tenfp~rature. R~~istivity measurements were used as an indicator· · 
of the degree of order present in the alloy. The annealed and quenched 
• (disordered) resistivity was 32.5 µ,0-crn. The ordered resistivity was 
5. 44 µ[2-cm. These values are indicative of the maximum degree of 
~ 
disorder attainable at room temperature_and a high degree of· order, 
. ( 15 16) 
respect 1vely. ' 
. ' 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS I• 
Preliminary Tests 
Tungsten, palladium and . copper electrodes were used to., machine 
. ' 
various ~orkpiece materials to obtain-a general pict~re of the wear 
· .. 
rat~o relationships involved. The worlcpiece materials were comrner-
- - - - - -
cially pure and each was machined by a fixed number of d~scharges. 
Observations of the spark discharge durations (i µ sec/spark) 
made during these tes-ts indJcated that the material was for all prac-
tical purposes eroded instantaneously. Bas~d on this premise it 
was assumed that the volume rif .material removed per spark would be 
, inversely related to the cohesive energy of the material. Hence from-
the basic relation for the wear ratio: 
'-
.I // 
Wear Ratio - vol. o~~rf{piece eroded 
vol. of tool eroded 
·\c ~--: 
--.:..~. ~~- '• ~-
. . 
.: 
These consider at ions 
Wear Ratio Q' 1/Ec(work) 
1/Ec (-tool) 












~gainst the cohesi~e energy of the workpiece materials. The results 
c,., 
of the pre! imi n9-ry tests are presented in Figure 4. 
.. 
, For a given electrode, a distinct .relationship was found between 
/ . . ' the wear·ratio and the cohesive energy of the workpiece material. In 
e C 











:·"·i · · b·road terms, the data in Figure 4 ind-icates an inverse, relationship; 
--._....--I -----'---------------·-··-······--· .. -· -------'--------ii!=! 
i ~s the cohesive, energy of the workpiece material is increased, the 
·\. 

















~ ... ~:. ·- . 
through a regression analysis of. the data obt.ained for the -palladium 
electiode, the wear ratio was: 
f) 
-~ 





- - ,..: - -~-~ 
0.925 93 
~ . Ec(work) 
- . _., 
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- cohesive energy of the workpiece in Kcal/mole 
- cohesive energy of the electrode in Kcal/mole 
A andB are constants for this particular application, i.e. 
a palladium electrode and the specific machining parameters 
utilized., " -,. 
(') . If should be noted, however, that the definitive equation is not valid 
for the other electrode materials. The constants A and B appear to be 
... valid only for the palladium electrode. Apparently the " . " constants · 
0 
of the general equation are a function of the electrode material and· 
thus the particular equation is quite limited in scope. 
Since there is a general correlation between the cohesive energy 
of a material and its melting point, ~imilar statements can be_,m~de 
regarding the wear ratio and the melting points. From the data illus-· 
1,' 
trated in Figure 4,it can be seen that the palladium electrode pro-
,, 
duced lower wear ratios than the copper electrode, even though 
'. 0 
~allad±um has a melting point 469 C higher than copper .. This indi-
:-;,: _ . 
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the general form, 
where 
J· ,.,,. 
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r 
-·-·-··- -- "-·--- --··----~---:..:"--_·'.''-.''·-·•.·.·"-· -·'- .·.··_, ___ .,-_-·-··---·c 
i .. 
.. .. 
Mr·= melting point ratio 
A and Bare constants, 
are not generally vijl.id although for a specific ele~trod6, it may be 
rewritten 
. . B-· 
. WR - A 
· [Mt.Pt~(work)] . 
, where 
~----
K = the melting point of ·a specific electrode 
The noted restrictions in either the cohesive energy,or ·the melt-
ing· point relationships ~ere introduced by the fact that the wear 
"'\ll'..,.,_,/· 
ratio was not· proportional to the cohesive energy or the melting .temp-
-
erature of the electrodes. As shown in Figure 4, the copper electrode 
yielded higher wear ratio~ than the palladium elect-rode .. · Copper has 
a melt:ing point of 1083°c and a cohes'ive energy of 81 K cal/mole 
while palladium melts at 1552°c and h~s a cohesive energy( of 93 K 
cal/mole. Apparently there is a bilateral or dual mechanis~ involved 
in ·this application of EDM. Justification for.this statement is the 
direct correlat-ion found between the workpiece material's coh~sive 
energy and the wear ratios obtained with a given tool material while, 
' 
conversely, no correlation was noted between the tool material's 
cohesive energy and the wear ratios obtained with a given workpiece 
material. This behavior could be explained by one of the current 
theories of F;ll\f, "The E lect.ron Avalanche Theory. 11 
·According to the electron avalanche theory, the workpiece wear 
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or erosion is governed by the impingement-of electrons and tool wear-
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___ discharge and. since they· possess radical.ly diffe_rent mobilities, the · 
--
wear of the tool and workpiece must be-a function of the discharge 
, ...... ~,,,,.,~ ..... ,.. 
time~ · To see if this was···-·applicable, an additional test was made 
. -~-
varyin~ the discharge time by changing the circuit resistance. The 
rlL..~-,---.;~) • ----- , ('c_\'~.~';.,;;. ' •· 
·resistance of the discharge path was affected .in the following manner: 
1. Minimum Circuit Resistance 
The storage element (a 0.1 mfd capacitor) was physically 
-~connected to· the electrode and workpiece. 
\•,.,,• .• 1 
- 2. Normal Circuit .Resistance 
The storage element was-physically connected to the 
machine spindle and bed. 
,. ' 
3. Maximum Circuit Resistance 
The storage element was connected, with t~e Cu-Pd alloys 
(rods) in series, to the bed and spindle. The added re-
sistance tn this case was approximately 0.1 ohm. 
6 The same experirnental·control, e.g. 0.25Xl0 pulses, and identical 
I -
electrode-workpiece combinations were used. F0r example, the 1% 
-~d alloy was used to machine the 1% Pd alloy, etc. The- results 0 of 
these tests given in Table III suppo~t the electron avalanche theory 
t: ,. 
_IJ___ 
and indicate the practical lmport,nce of the discharge path re-
sistance. The data shows that the shorter dis·charge times enhanced 
the wear ratio by simultaneously_reducing the tool wear and in-
• 
/' .:,.) 
creasing the wear of the wor-kpiece. Intuitively this ap_pears fo ··be 
' 
/' "' 
reasonalile since the shorter discharge times would tend to increase 
--- --- ---- --~-, ~----
• .J j 
., 
the amourit of workpiece material eroded by over-riding the effects 
14. 
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~-... 
of.therm~! conductivity and· the dielectric quenching action. In 
addition, the tool wear is reduced by the shorter discharge tirn~ 
since it effectively minimizes the ionic bombardment; apparently 
the number. of ions bomba .. rdi ng. the. cathode or tool is reduced s impl·Y 
l 
by the lack of time to travel that far before being consumed in the 
------·-. 
dielectric deionization process. 
Sihce the data given in Tab-le III shows an inverse relation-
ship between the resistance of the discharge_ path and the wear ratios 
obtained, anything that contributes·to the tota~ discharge resis-
tance, adversely affects the wear ratio. It was found that the 
normally neglected resistances introduced by the cable length~ 
physical clamping of the electrode and workpiece materials, and 
. ordina.ry contact resistances can significantly a.ffect the experi-
mental results. This cursory ~lance at the discharge time and its 
relationship to the electron avalanche theoryi indicated that a corn~: 
. Ii' 
plete study of this phenomenon would be fruitful, but beyond the 
... l 
. scope of this investigation. 
Aluminum (type 1100) was tested as one of the workpiece materi-
. als but was not used because of its odd machining characterist ic·s. 
' 
The maci{i~ing of_. this ·material _was e-~treme.ly erratic and prqduced 
wear r'iltio results which· were not. consistent with the remainin-g -
' 
tests. This behavior was attributed to the oxide ·forming character-
istics_ of the 1100 aluminum and the .effect of this- e-xide on the EDM 
process. :-It appe~:~r~d that· interrni ttantly the oxide format ion was 
__ ... . L 
" 
thic~ enough to inhibit the spark discharge. Under these conditions 
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. I· 
the servo -system of· th'E? Agietron machine would au'tornatica1~1y advance 
\_..,.,f". 
the electrode to crush the oxid·e film, short out to the workpiece 
and then be subsequently retracted. The amount of the aluminum 
workpiece material was thus removed by random spark erosion and the 
· additional mechanism o·f oxide formation and its removal via electrode 
crushing and the subsequent explosive forces accompanying spark dis-
charges. These assumptions were supported by tne expeirimentall~-
-~ermined wear rati6, which was considerably greater than the defi~ 
ni tive·-equation would· give for this material.. For .example, the 
measured -wear ratio was 5.'12 as compared to 1.41 for the. calculated 
value. Since it was assumed that the amount.of material removed 
.!-from the aluminum workpiece was not governed predominately, by~ spark 
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The prelimiriary test results were also used to select the work-
piece material for the evaluation studies of the metallurgical pro-
··· ........ 
perties' of the .electrodes. D1frerences in the wear ratios ( shown 
,'.,.. in Figure 4) between the copper and the palladium electrodes were 
significantly larger for the workpiece materials with th~ lower co-
hesive energies than for the workpiece materials with cohesive 
~-
energies greater than 81 K cal/rn_ole. Since the 1,.ar;ger variations 
·' 
--~·- -------------.-.::: ... ·. ·. -"; 7"-~------------------ --·-·-···-·-· 
in the wear ratio would enh-ance the sensitiv-ity of the various 
t:.::,,.._ 
' ') . 
metallurgical tests, chemically pure-lead (Pb) with a cohesive energy 
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The metallurgical ~roperties of the electrodes used in this 
~ series of ,.tests, were varied via alloying and selected heat treat-
' - ' 
~ :,... ~ /' 
men ts as out! ined in the ·preceding se~tions. The~experirnental re-
--.... 
..a:, 
-- - _ ----~-------sitlts are presented in Figure_ 5 wt.th ,the wear ratio plotted versus 
J.' 
. . .. .. .,, ... ,,. 
, 
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This .data indicates prior deformation or cold:working, .ann~aiing· 
and the 6rdered-dis6rder transformation of electrode materials have 
·0 . 
a sligµt, ·if any, effect on the wear ratios obtained in this parti-
cular application of EDM. · This is reasonable from a theoretical 
viewpoint when one considers the,effects of cold working and the or-
dertng phenomenon on the cohesive energy of a material. Since cold 
working primarily reduces the number of dislocations by which slip 
cap occur wi tho~t significantly changing the nearest neighbor dis-::'. 
/ 
tances, this ~ardening process should not affect the cohesive energy 
of the material and consequently its wear, resistance to spark erosion. 
" 
The ordering trari'sformation, however, does increase the cohesive 
energy of the material. 
( 16) - -
According to. Jones and Sy.kes , the Bragg-
._ Williams Theory states· that the energy per ·mole absorbed due to t,~e 
order-disorder -transformation is: 
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. ' . 736 cal/mole - 0.736_K cal/mole 
i 
To:is · change of le.ss than,,!%· in the cohesive __ energy of. the ·electrode 
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Figul'e 5 also delineates the pi'Onounced/ffect.·that alloying h&d 
on electrode performance. A primary point of -i~terest ·. is that tools 
with a palladi-um cpntent of 40 through 100% yielded small differences · 
. in the wear ratios when compared to those obtained for the 1% and 
\' .... ,, ................... -
20% palladium tools •. These tesults definitely show the ·lack of cor-
---------- -- - -~
-~ 
- relation between tool -wear and the tool material's melting ·point. 
r: ....... ·· · ... · For example, the melting point of the 20% palladi.wn tool is seven (7) 
.. 
-:" 
degrees higher than that of the 1% palladium tool yet the 1% pal-
' 
liiditDD tool yielded a we.ar ratio 2. 8 times that obtained with the 
20% palladium tool when machining lead. Then too, the 40 and 100% 
_. __ .. 
palladium tools yielded essentially the same wear ratio values when 
0 
· machi.ning lead e_yen though their melting points differ by 434 C. 
Reverse Ionization Effects 
•.-
Comparison tests were conducted with both the normal and modified 
EDM circuits, to insure t.hat the ·circuit modification were not intro-
ducing erroneous results. The wear ratios obtained, using- the modi-
.... ; ... 
fied and normal EIN circuits to machine lead (Pb), are plotted against 
the electrode composition in Figure 6. This Figure shows that the· 
c~pper electrode yielded higher wear ra'tios than the palladium 
electrode in both circuit applications. This.result justifies the 
use of the modified circuit and the subsequent observations ad-
________ ------~-------------··-- _ '\l'~nced in this thesis. 




The detrimental effects of the reverse i<;>nizations, present 
,., 
when the norm·a1 circuit was utilized, can be seen in Figure 6 QY 
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For the 1% palladium el_ectr9de the wear ratio w.as im- . 
' 
. proved bya factor of 2.62 by using the modified circuit. The 80% 
palladium electrode, however yielded. l.ittle change in the· wear ratio 
for the modified circuit versus the normal c{~cui~. · Perhaps the de-
pendence on electrode material exhibited here,· explains why· some in-
--· -------·----·---·----
. . --- - - --
" 
:f 
vestigat ions have indicated that the· ·reverse ionizations present in 
. ' 
many EDM applicat-ions would not· adversely affect the wear ratio. 
Cohesive Energy Measurements 
Early in the study it was noted tbat with a given electrode, the 
wear ratio was inversely related to the cohesive energy of the work-
. 
piece material. These results led to considerations of _·employing the 
Ell'A process as a .method to determine the cohesive energies of other· 
workpiece materials, particularly alloys. The basic technique 
would include the generation of a standard equatio·n derived from the 
-
wear ratio results olftained by machining various pure workpiece 
·materials with·a suitable range of_cohesive- energies. Then a materi-
al with an unknown cohesive energy, i.e., -a metallic alloy, would 
be machined, its wear ratio determined, and through the use of the 
standard equation, its cohesive energy ascertained. 
To see 'if the technique was feasible, the data given in Figure 4 
. " 
/ 
for the palladium electrode was plotted to a larger scale and used -· --- ------------- ----
.. r-' ' 




------~---.-----~-·---~---~··¢- ·-·-4- . _:_a~ a. ~-!~nda:rd w.~~:t' _rel~~~ ver~lls cohesive energy diagram, (See. 
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pr,ass {3% Pb) and the copper-p~lladium alloys were obtained using --- . -- . ---- '-~ ·-.. --- -----
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experimental cond'i t"ions used to obtain the '' '' standard -cu:rve :-~ 
The results obtained for the copper-palladium alloys appear to---
- be reasonable when one considers them in relation to the known -






changes in the lattice parameter with changes in composition. The 
1 (17) Cu-Pd alloy system exhibits positive deviations from Vegard 's aw- . 
This implies that the cohesiv~.energies would be less than the linear 
approximation values. Figur.e 8 clearly demonstrates ~this result.· 
The cohesive energy values for the yellow brass and the copper 
palladium alloys were pre~ented only to demonstrate the feasibility 
of this measuring technique. They are not presented ·as accurate ~ 
' 
values since they were determined by an e·nergy diagram developed 
from the experimental results using commercially pure materials .. 
........... 
The development of a more definitive energy diagram would require 
the use of high purity elements rather than the commercially pure 
materials used in this feasibility study . 
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through this report-,- s-upport··--the idea of the application depe-
:gden-C-y- -
. of electrical discharge mf;lchin-ing. The data, discussions, s
upposi-
tions, proposals and conclusions presented are based on the p
arti-
a,,...·, .. ,,, ... 
cul ar -application o_f EDM described in_ this thesis. The read
er is 
cautioned against extrapolations of a universal nature. 
This study of electrode material properties and their related
 
effects ln a given EDM application, has uncovered several in
terest= 
ing factors. Fortunately, these factors appear to be signifi
cant 
from both.the theoretical and practical view point. 
The detrimental effects of reverse ionizations, as illustrate
d, 
definitely are of practical importance for some electrode and
 work-
piece ~ombinations. Since it is relat-ively easy to detect a
nd 
eliminate, this factor should be considered in similar EDM a
pp·t·t--
cations where the tool wear is an important functiopl param
eter~ 
' This phenomenon, which exhibits a dependency on the material
s em-
ployed, could also adversely affect a basic study.of the e~c
trical 
discharge machining process. 
Practical considera'tions should also be directed to the dis-- .,-,~-~-__ ,___ . 




and the machining gap, contact resistances, clamping techniq
ues and-
; J 
electrode configurations used can all cont.ribute to the disc
harge 
path resistance, the_reby increasing the disc~arge ti.me and h
ence 
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! j corresponding changes in the electrode material prop~_r!_!es q_J~d-_n_ot~-~-~--,----------:-~~~----r'i 
~ l ~ hav~ _a significant _effect on the wear ratio.' · However, alloying had 
-~-------
----a--:-prone-uneed---e-ffe-ct,--,pllrt-1c-u1-arry--ro:r small-alloyingaddi t ions of 
"· 
palladium in copper. 
These results have many practical ramification~ related to the 
electrode material selection and its method of"'''"''fiibrication, but they 
appear to be more-iignificant, theoretically. Since these results 
are consistent with the expected changes in .cohesive energy. of the 
materials, they provide experimental support for the concept of 
instantaneous erosion and the cohesive energy rela·tionships pre-
sented in this thes~s. 
The most interesting aspect of this study was the possible use 
of" electrical discharge machining, as a tool, to determine the co-
. hesi ve energies of metals and their alloys. It was shown to be 
feasible but additional work is required to develop this technique 
to an acceptable level of mJ-asuring accuracy. This "tool" could 
then be used to study the changes of cohesive energy introduced by 
altoying. Assuming it would not be limited ·to b~nary isomorphic 
. 
systems or single ·pha~e regions of more complicated alloy systems , ~- · 
this technique of determininK the cohesive energy could help to 
expand the current alloy theories. 
-""----·----··------·--
• I - -
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' . TABLE ·1 
i,tysical_!roperti!§ 
.\,_ 
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DENSITY aJHESIVE ENERGY (Ee). MELTING POINT 
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-., 
Brass (Yellow) · · (8~47) . (66), ~ 903 
l 
- ·- -~·-····-------~--~------ .~- -- ----· ... 
'--'--'--- ' -~ 
_NOTE: NUiilbers. in Parentheses are Measured Values. Columns 1 and 3 
Taken From Reference 18; Column 2 Taken From Refere·nce 19. 

















· TABLE II 
• .. :·;:;-;-···t:;!~ 
. l 
He:a-i~reatment Ef-rects- on -Resistivity-And 
Tensile Strength of ·Cu-Pd Alloys 
:\j:.,, 
~c.~' 
----- ·---- . 
- '-- -- -~------ --··-· --
-------~---~------'--~---~----------------
----- ----------~ -~ 
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Cu-Pd ALLOYS TENSILE STRENGTH ISTIVITY 
---·--·-- -------·--.~·------·-· ---· -. ·--·-- P . C\ - ~,. -s-1.·-- - - -- - -- ---~---------"-::µ-- ~"'--cm --------------~~~~--~------\; 
' .. ~ -
,,t':.'.-1.-1,.·,.· 
.. :,.._,,,, .. ·.,.xi 
- --,:.1 
1% Pd A 
cw 




40% Pd A 




100% Pd CW 
CW - 37% Deformation 
A= Annealed 
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= Cl'ian e in Weight of the Tool in Milligrams 
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Test ContrJ1 = 0.075 11 Spindle Travel 
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· NOTE: The 1% Pd Alloy··-was Used to Mach.ine the 1% Pd Alloy, etc. 
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IV 
Preliminary Test Data_ 
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-~-·-TUNGSTEN-·------·- ----
AW · 6W WR t w 
-~-~-------~----------------
-w ---.a.l~l----28 -·· 
-- ·-
' ·' 






-·· .; ... 
-- ... 
·Ta 17 .1 . 4.0 0.169 - - - - . - -
,,,. •/( 
- ., - \ 
- - \ ---
Nb 11.6 2.7 0.333 1.9 3.8 2.1 - . -~ -.:, -
- -











8.6 10.5, 3.86 
4.6 17.8 6.23 
Cu 
15.7 13.8 0.879 
1s.-a 14.7 1.01 4 • 6 18 • 9 4 • 11 ,4 • 3 2 5 . 3 12 • 7 
Ge - - - - - - 1.4 
Pb 22.5 84.6 3.95 5.5 ·214 30.7 -
""-
Zn 14.6 61.2 7.04 - - - •· -
6Wt = Change in Weight of the Tool in Milligrams 
b.Ww = Change in Weight of the Workpiece in Milligrams 
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6 Test·~, Control = 0 ~ 25X10 Pulses 
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Reverse Ionization Data For Lead Workpieces 
·. ···' ··, 
. r 
·-------~~ 
___ _________ _ ELECTRODES NORMAL CIRCUIT 
( Cu-Pd Alloys) 6\V WR w 






20% Pd .~36. 9 

































6Ww - Change in Weight of the Workpiece in Milligrams 
WR= Wear Ratio 
Test Control: 0.25Xl06 Pulses for Entried in Parentheses 
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· 'rABLE VII . --~. 
-- ---- ---- ------·t-- -----------------· ",. -- -
·,. 
Cohesive Energy Data 




-ELECT-RODE--- . ------------- . · -----------·----· - PAI,LADIIIM_ _____________ _ 
WORKPIECE 6Wt 

























15.3 . 1.11 
15.9 1. 04 
13.8 0.879 
6Wt Change . -Weight of Tool • Milligrams •.. l'.-!• - 1n 1n 
-~ 
!JWW Change • Weight of Workpiece in Milligrams - 1n -
.. 
·····" WR - Wear Ratio 
Ee - Experimentally Determined Cohesive Energy in 
. 0 Kcal/mole at 25 C 
Test Control: 0.25Xl06 Pulses, 
• 0 
·-----------~--- -------~-------------- -, . -- ------- . 
. ' 
---------~----------.. ---::..=:___:__-__ --: ::-...::. __::__· ---=-- --~~~-~.::::....-_·-------_--------·-- - ---~----, 
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.a. 
..._ ________________ __ 
Annealing Temperature 
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-- / ........ 
•· / ,-.._, 
I . ' ' / I \ 
I a' let" \ 














300 ·-, .__ ___ _.__. __ .._ __ ._ __ .... .....i.._ __ .._ ___ ..__ .......... _____________ _. 
0 
Cu 





- -- ------ -· -- _____ f 
----------· ----- =================· ==·==··--=-=-··==·· ==-·. -·· .. ····- --- --~---(20) -------- ··-·-----· 
r Cu-Pd Phase Diagram · 
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U - l ~: 40 Volts J!·- .2 ; !, 
I I I 
~ t[ 0.1 MFD 
I I I . '"'-. I ' 
I I ' 
Exp~Jriinent 
i , I 
U - ~ ~ 280 Volts 












" S43it t/i ngs 
." I 
1. Mod~fiied Waveforms 
U = rl h:: 40 Volts 
• I I I 
~. = 12 i 
i=llj~O.lMFD 
2. ixpJrinient ! I , 
~ =/7 I~ 280 Volts 










- Agietron Unit I 
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Charging c1 I Interconnecting 
Source I Cables <~ 7t) 
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Agietron Unil I Gap 
- l I 
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Charging I l;,,terconnecting 
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To Monitoring Circuits 
j j I . 





~orkpiece' ·. · 
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+ -=- I I IN3892 
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40 80 120 160 
Workpiece Cohesive Energy at 25°C in K Cal/Mole 
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M~tallurgical Test Results 
I 
e As Received 
• Ordered -
X As Received 
Annealed -
"i 40 60 
., 
I 
i I I , 
We!ight % Palladium (Tools) 
"' 








~.075" Spindle T·avel 
I 
I . 
- 9.075" Spindle ·T11avel 
J.075" Spindle T1avel 
, .. ..,,. 
80 
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40 60 80 
Weight% Palladium (Tools) 
Ratio for Lead Workpieces Versus Tool.Composition 















































































" " :· Standard Cohesive En~rgy Diagram· 
.. 
"' 
Data from Figure 4 






1% Pd (~u-Pd Alloys) 
20% Pd (Cu-JPd Alloys) 
40% Pol (! Cu-=-JP>d Al 1 oy s) 
60% Pdl (!Cu-=Pd Alloys) 
80% Pd (iCu-Pd Alloys) 
Pd (Mond) 
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Workpiece Cohesive Energy at 25°c in K Cal/Mole 
160 
0 ' 
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Ee~ K Cal/Mole 
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0 Cu~Pd AlloY.S (Experimentally Determined) 
@ 
- Linear Approximation 
i,. ··,. 
20 40 60 
WeiglJtt % of Alloying Element 
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